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The 6th superrevolution with the discipline of the integrated civilization theory as a spiritual infrastructure implies the gen-
eral image of our Far-Future world is as follows ; SGU, Supergovermental Union, areal 6 or 7 Unions, nations, states with the
collective security systems in each unions like NATO. This model includes the collapse of the incompetent and useless UN. The
new system will concern to control integratedly the world-wide problems such as gross world security, population distribution,
environmental matter and distribution food-energy sources.

Our Japanese and governmental affairs should notice the current of the times mentioned above and make the plan to contribute
such world-wide change and current, immediately. Particularly, we government enforces the total support to democratic nations,
especially to United States, in education, edification, impedimenta and finance, in order to make conversion from non-democratic
nations to democratic ones. The education and edification are the most important. This is simply because the retrenchment of
world population and the reduction of chemical pollution should be incorporated with world poors and because we would get a
return from such poors becoming nice markets. The Democratic Party of US which has having the spirit of the founding of the
nation, proliferation a pure democracy to the world, is most important for our government, because he has made every effort to
establish an ideal world without any wars. We has the next importance to do is the initiation to establish the Asian Union plus
India and Australia. The great triangle, Japan, India and Australia with ASEAN in the inner core, looks like the best choice to
constitute the formative process of the Union and the security to the Russia and China. The South Korea is also impressive to be
incorporated for defending to the North Korea.


